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Abstrat

The ode TERPEM solves numerially a paraboli approximation to the wave

equation and is used to predit propagation environments under duting

onditions in the Persian Gulf. It requires as input a spei�ation of the

refrativity �eld and this is determined from the results of a mesosale me-

teorologial model. Some important aspets of the transfer of data between

the mesosale model and the TERPEM ode are onsidered, not least the meh-

anisms for interpolation of refrativity data in both the horizontal and the

vertial. Some suggestions are made for improving the modelling apabil-

ity of TERPEM. The meteorologial onditions have been divided into high

and low wind onditions, haraterised by wind speeds in the predominant

air ow from Saudi Arabia over the Gulf waters. High quality observa-

tional data is available for the days simulated by the mesosale model and

propagation within the observed and simulated refrativity environments is

ompared.

In the low wind ase, a simple surfae dut of about 100m depth sup-

ports strong trapping of radar energy. By ontrast, the dut in the high

wind ase is about three times as deep, but trapping within it is weaker.

Within � 100 km or so from the oast a simple surfae dut also ours in

the high wind ase, but further out to sea an S-shaped dut develops, the

base of the trapping layer lying about 200m above the sea surfae. This de-

velopment has a signi�ant impat on propagation, partiularly over paths

that inlude a transition between the two types of dut. During the late

afternoon and early evening, a sea{breeze irulation (SBC) beomes estab-

lished. Movement of marine air oastwards by the SBC smooths out the

horizontal gradients between the land and sea air masses and has important

e�ets on the propagation around the oast.

Fine details of the refrativity environment, beyond the sope of a meso-

sale model, are required for aurate predition of the propagation envi-

ronment. Nonetheless, the present study is enouraging. Refrativity �elds

provided by the mesosale model are suÆiently detailed that some quite

subtle inuenes on propagation an be distinguished. In many existing

studies of propagation environments there are onsiderable unertainties as-

soiated with fored assumptions of spatial and temporal homogeneity. It is

suggested that mesosale models o�er a useful and powerful tool for inter-

polating in both spae and time between routine observation pro�les, whih

tend to be widely{spaed and infrequent.
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1 Introdution

This projet is onerned with assessing the apability of mesosale numer-

ial models for prediting the propagation environment in oastal areas.

Phase 1 overed the testing of a non-hydrostati, numerial model in ide-

alised and realisti situations (Li and Atkinson, 1997a,b, 1998a,b). The

realisti ases (Li and Atkinson, 1998b) were run to simulate onditions

in the Persian Gulf in a period when airraft observations had been taken

(Brooks et al., 1997, 1999). The results were enouraging and showed that

the model was apable of apturing the essential features of the propaga-

tion environment. A marine boundary layer (MBL) over the Gulf was well

simulated in both its depth and the gradients of temperature, humidity and

refrativity therein. In addition to the important vertial gradients at the

top of the MBL, well-developed sea-breeze irulations were found whih ex-

hibited a strong horizontal gradient at the boundary between sea and land

air. It is tempting to all this gradient the sea-breeze front (SBF), but are

in nomenlature is required here as observations of suh fronts show them

to be hundreds of metres, rather than several kilometres, wide.

In the light of the results from Phase 1 it was deided to pursue four

aspets of the projet: �rst, the e�ets of horizontal grid resolution on the

simulations; seond, a more detailed analysis of the SBF; third, horizontal

variations within the MBL; fourth, the inorporation of the TERPEM model, a

ode that allows alulation of the response of eletromagneti radiation to

the propagation environment produed by the meteorologial model. Plant

and Atkinson (1999, 2000) have disussed the e�ets of grid resolution (1999)

and the development of the MIBL (2000). This report disusses the appli-

ation of TERPEM.

2 Radar Propagation Modelling

The propagation of eletromagneti radiation in the atmosphere is a�eted

by the presene of absorbing material, the distribution and nature of lo-

alized sattering entres (eg, preipitation) and the umulative e�et of

sattering from the atmospheri gases, whih leads to a non-trivial refra-

tive index. Absorption of radar signals is a minor e�et for most radar

frequenies and is usually negleted below � 1GHz. It an be taken into

aount by using the extensive data that is available for absorption rates

as funtions of frequeny, pressure and water{vapour pressure (Bogush Jr,

1989). The e�ets of loalized saterrers an be very important: indeed,

the study of the properties of suh satterers is a major �eld of appliation

in its own right (Battan, 1973; Gossard, 1983). Here we are interested in

propagation within the lowest few hundred metres over the Persian Gulf

and so suh sattering an safely be negleted. The refrative index of the
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atmosphere an be expressed as a funtion of meteorologial variables and is

often determined by means of the semi-empirial formulation of Bean et al.

(1970),

N =

77:6

T

�

p+

4810e

T

�

: (1)

In the above equation, N is a saled form of the refrative index known as

the refrativity (N = 10

6

(n � 1)), T is the temperature (K), p the pres-

sure (mb) and e the water{vapour pressure (mb). The �rst term on the

right{hand side (RHS) of Eq. 1 is simply proportional to the density of dry

air. Although there is a small ontribution made by arbon dioxide, the

dominant part is due to the presene of oxygen, the moleules of whih have

a permenant magneti dipole moment. The seond term arises beause at

the low frequenies of radar, moleules of water vapour are able to orient

their permanent eletri dipole in response to hanges in the eletri �eld

of a propagating wave. In this report, we shall often disuss the modi�ed

refrativity,

M = N +

z

R

(2)

whih is introdued in order to allow for the urvature of the earth (Collin,

1985). In this equation, z is the height above the earth's surfae and R is

the radius of the earth, the two quantities being expressed in the same units.

Under most atmospheri onditions, the vertial gradient ofM is positive

and radar signals are refrated away from the surfae of the earth. However,

situations an our where M has a negative vertial gradient, at least for

some range of heights. In suh situations, signals an be refrated downwards

towards the surfae with the result that energy beomes trapped within the

region of negative gradient. This phenomenon is known as duting (Turton

et al., 1988) and is often assoiated with strong, loalized vertial gradients

in the meteorologial variables. Duting is known to our frequently over

the waters of the Persian Gulf (Hall, 1979; Cole, 1985; Abdul-Jauwad et al.,

1991), partiularly during the late afternoon and early evening (Skolink,

1980). Meteorologial studies of the refrativity environment in the Persian

Gulf, reported by Li and Atkinson (1998b) and by Plant and Atkinson (1999,

2000), have predited duting onditions, the dut extending from the sea

surfae up to the top of an inversion in temperature and humidity that

marks a marine internal boundary layer (MIBL). In the present report, we

investigate radar propagation within the environment predited by these

meteorologial studies.

It has long been known that propagation within a dut is well desribed

by waveguide theory (Budden, 1961). Boundary onditions imposed by the

�nite extent of a guide (reetion must our at the walls) mean that only

ertain, disrete modes an be propagated. The problem an therefore be

redued to that of determining the strength that is exited by the signal

soure in eah of the modes. A generalization of the approah allows for
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duts to be analyzed in similar fashion, the width of the waveguide being

replaed by the onept of a trak width, the vertial distane in whih a

wave reverses diretion. Although waveguide theory has produed many in-

sights into duting, it does not allow for horizontal variations of refrativity.

This limits its diret pratial appliation, sine quite modest variations in

refrativity an sometimes have a signi�ant impat on propagation. Clearly

the theory is not appropriate in littoral regions, in whih there may be im-

portant variations in the sea-surfae onditions or in whih a sea-breeze

irulation may produe strong horizontal gradients between sea and land

air. Signals sent between sea and land may be subjet to duting for only a

part of the path and are unlikely to experiene uniform duting onditions

along that part.

Some of the early attempts to study the response to horizontal refrativ-

ity variations had their roots in waveguide theory. If the horizontal hanges

are slow then one an onsider a single set of modes with weak oupling

between them (Wait, 1980). However, more rapid hanges really require a

reognition of the e�ets on the modes supported. Other treatments have

attempted to ombine waveguide theory with ray traing tehniques (Felsen,

1981; Kukushkin and Sinitsin, 1983). More reently though, attempts have

been made to solve the eletromagneti wave equation diretly. The full

wave equation is ellipti and thus not amenable to a straightforward nu-

merial solution but it an be redued to a paraboli form under a set of

assumptions that are entirely reasonable when studying atmospheri dut-

ing (sattering is taken to be purely in the foward diretion and refrativity

gradients are assumed to be small on the sale of a wavelength). A paraboli

equation supports a marhing solution and this point, together with the ad-

vent of fast Fourier transform tehniques has made the approah numerially

feasible. An early example is that of Dokery (1988). The suess of this

work, together with re�nements made by other workers (see, for example,

Craig (1988), Barrios (1989) and Levy (1989)), have made the approah a

popular one, Dokery and Goldhirsh (1995) laiming that it is a standard

method for assessing the e�ets of meteorologial environments on naval

radar appliations.

This report is organized as follows. In Se. 3 we introdue the TERPEM

model, a omputer ode whih solves a paraboli form of the wave equation.

The operation of the ode is illustrated and tested by omparing some runs

with results produed by the model of Dokery (1988). In Se. 4 refrative

onditions predited by a mesosale meteorologial model (Se. 4.1) are used

to de�ne a duting environment in the TERPEM model. The sensitivity of the

propagation to radar and model parameters is studied in Se. 4.2. The

use of data from a meteorologial model a�ords an exellent opportunity to

investigate the hanges in propagation onditions over time. These hanges

are disussed in Se. 5 for both high and low wind onditions and for three

paths with very di�erent harateristsis. Ses. 5.1 and 5.2 onsider paths
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over the sea; Ses. 5.3 and 5.4 paths from a land{based transmitter looking

out to sea; and, Ses. 5.5 and 5.6 paths from a transmitter over the sea

to a reeiver on land. In its urrent version, the TERPEM ode limits the

number of horizontal positions at whih refrativity data an be provided.

This means that input data to TERPEM has to be seleted from the output

of the mesosale model. The impliations of this, and a possible method of

seletion, are disussed in Se. 6. Our onlusions are drawn in Se. 7.

The report also inludes two Appendies. These reprodue some �gures

from Dokery (1988) and Brooks et al. (1999) in order to aid the omparisons

with TERPEM results that are made in Ses. 3 and 4.

3 Tests of TERPEM

TERPEM, developed by Signal Siene Ltd., is a popular software pakage

whih an be used to assess the e�ets of the refrativity environment on

radar propagation. Version 5.1 of the ode (TERPEM User Guide, 1998)

has been supplied to the authors of this report by the UK Met. OÆe.

Essentially the model is designed to solve a paraboli approximation to the

wave equation through the use of split{step Fourier transforms. Although

there are some useful simpli�ations made in TERPEM in order to improve

run time where onditions are favourable (Levy, 1989, 1995; TERPEM User

Guide, 1998), the basi approah within the duting region follows that of

Dokery (1988). Some examples of the use of the method were provided by

Dokery (1988) and are repeated here in order to hek that the method has

been orretly implemented into the TERPEM ode.

In the examples presented by Dokery (1988), it was assumed that the

sea surfae was smooth: a reetivity being set from values in the literature.

TERPEM allows for a rough sea by applying a orretion fator derived from

the model of Miller et al. (1984), with an root{mean{square (RMS) wave-

height taken from the saturation urve spetrum of Phillips (1966). This has

been disabled for the purposes of the present tests. Although it is possible

to speify a reetivity in TERPEM no attempt has been made to exhume

the data used by Dokery (1988) from the literature. Instead, the TERPEM

database for sea water is used. Note also that no aount was taken by

Dokery (1988) of atmospheri absorption and so this aspet of the TERPEM

model has been disabled in the testing.

Where the refrativity varies with horizontal distane in these examples,

linear interpolation between spei�ed pro�les was made by Dokery (1988).

The same approah an be adopted in TERPEM.

The �rst two examples use horizontal and vertial polarization of a 3GHz

antenna positioned 31m above the surfae. A sin radiation pattern with 3

Æ

beamwidth is used. The radiation pattern orresponds to a Taylor antenna

in TERPEM, although the TERPEM antenna inludes only the main beam. It
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would appear that Dokery (1988) inluded the sidelobe stuture of the

antenna, whih may ause some slight di�erenes in the results. A `standard

atmosphere' (Kerr, 1951) was taken, with a onstant refrativity gradient

of �39:4Nkm

�1

. Results are given in Figs. 2 and 3 of Dokery (1988) at a

height of 305m for horizontal and vertial polarization respetively

1

. The

orresponding results from TERPEM are shown in Fig. 1. As in most of this

report, the radar signal strength is represented by the 1-way propagation

fator, de�ned in the TERPEM User Guide (1998), from whih the signal

attenuation that would have ourred within free spae has been fatored

out. In general the TERPEM results are in good agreement with those of

Dokery (1988). In partiular, the interferene is less pronouned for vertial

polarization sine its reetion from the surfae is weaker. The amplitudes of

peaks and troughs do not vary so smoothly in the TERPEM results. However,

to some extent this may be produed by the �nite resolution that is available

in the TERPEM output �le (0:5 km) rather than any defet in the alulations.

The spikes at the smallest ranges are not very well aptured by TERPEM.

However, it seems possible that the behaviour at short ranges may be subjet

to sidelobe e�ets whih are not inluded in the TERPEM simulations.

In the third test, the antenna was raised to 1:52 km above the surfae

and the power as a funtion of altitude was plotted at a range of 5:5 km. The

orresponding plot from TERPEM is shown in Fig. 2. For propagation over

this short distane, with negligible surfae reetion, the pattern observed is

approximately that of the antenna. The main beam is reprodued orretly

in Fig. 2 but obviously the sidelobes seen in Fig. 4 of Dokery (1988) are

absent.

Results from the fourth and �fth tests are given in Figs. 5 and 6 of Dok-

ery (1988). The antenna is moved bak down to an altitude of 31m, as in

the �rst two tests

2

, and the boresight is elevated by 1:5

Æ

. The orresponding

TERPEM results are given in Fig. 3. Sidelobes are again onspiuous by their

absene in the upper plot of Fig. 3, but low-level interferene with surfae

reetions is suessfully aptured. Similar omments to those of the �rst

and seond tests apply to the lower plot of Fig. 3. The short range behaviour

di�ers from that reported by Dokery (1988) but the agreement at longer

ranges is very good.

A surfae dut is modelled by Dokery (1988) by taking a refrativity

gradient of �500Nkm

�1

in the lowest 37m with a standard atmosphere

above. The antenna altitude is unhanged from 31m, but the boresight is

returned to the horizontal. Strong trapping ours within the dut. This

an be seen in Fig. 4 whih is in exellent agreement with Fig. 7 of Dokery

1

For ease of omparison, �gures from Dokery (1988) have been reprodued in Ap-

pendix A of this report.

2

A height of 31m is quoted in the main text of Dokery (1988) but 31 ft appears in a

�gure aption. Judging from the TERPEM results obtained using the two heights it would

appear that metres are the orret units.
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(1988). Pro�les for ranges of 40, 80, 120 and 160 km are shown in Fig. 5

and should be ompared to Fig. 8 of Dokery (1988). The TERPEM results

at low altitudes su�er from the limited vertial resolution in the output �les

provided by the ode, but the overall level of agreement is good.

Finally, onsider the inhomogeneous dut modelled by Dokery (1988).

Here the dut height inreases linearly from 37m to 150m over a range of

100 km, with the orresponding refrativity gradient falling from�500Nkm

�1

to �167Nkm

�1

. Conditions are uniform beyond 100 km. Results from

TERPEM are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Very good agreement has been obtained

with Figs. 9 and 10 of Dokery (1988).

4 Modelling a Dut

Brooks et al. (1999) onsidered radar propagation within the Persian Gulf

environment revealed by the SHAREM-115 observations. Se. 8 of Brooks

et al. (1999) desribes modelling of a low wind day, using a ode TEMPER3

whih is based on a solution of the paraboli equation and hene is similar to

TERPEM. In this setion, we begin by investigating a similar situation to that

of Brooks et al. (1999) but using a refrativity environment derived from a

mesosale model rather than experimental pro�les. We then onsider the

e�ets on propagation of hanges to the radar system parameters within the

same refrativity environment.

The radar modelled by Brooks et al. (1999) was stated to be harateris-

ti of a ship{mounted searh radar, having an X-band frequeny

3

of 10GHz

and being positioned

4

30m above the surfae. The same values are hosen

here. No other radar parameters were spei�ed by Brooks et al. (1999). In

the �rst instane we onsider an omni-diretional antenna with irular po-

larization. TERPEM `sea-water' data are used in alulating surfae reetions

and all default model options are swithed on (i.e., atmospheri absorption

is inluded, hybrid integration is permitted and surfae roughness is alu-

lated using a wind speed of 5ms

�1

). Refrativity data have been obtained

along the mesosale grid line y = �54 km at 1400 hr on the �rst day of

the low wind run with a 6 km grid length that was desribed by Plant and

Atkinson (1999). The radar was plaed at x = 120 km and the environment

between there and x = 270 km was onsidered. The urrent version of the

TERPEM ode (TERPEM User Guide, 1998) allows for up to 10 refrativity

pro�les to be spei�ed. The method for seleting these from the mesosale

model data is disussed in Se. 6.

3

Note that the same frequeny was said to be typial of marine radar by Cole (1985)

and Dokery and Goldhirsh (1995).

4

Dokery and Goldhirsh (1995) took a similar value for a typial ship transmitter

height, spei�ally 20m.
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4.1 Properties of the Dut

Dut properties along the spei�ed line at this time are shown in Fig. 8. The

dut top is de�ned by the highest point at whih M inreases with height.

Not surprisingly, its growth follows a similar pattern to that of the internal

boundary layer (IBL). The di�erene (shown in the middle plot of Fig. 8)

between the refrativity at the top and bottom of the dut is approximately

onstant at � 80M -units. Turton et al. (1988) quote a predition of simple

mode theory for the maximum wavelength that an be trapped by a dut,

�

max

= C

Z

h

0

q

M(z)�M(h)dz (3)

where C = 3:77�10

�3

for a surfae{based dut. If the refrativity is assumed

to derease linearly within the dut then it is straightforward to derive the

approximate expression given by Hall (1979),

�

max

=

2

3

Ch

p

�M (4)

where �M is the refrativity di�erene mentioned above. Diret integration

of the mesosale model pro�les yields a somewhat lower value for �

max

(see

the lower plot of Fig. 8). However, it is lear that the dut is more than

strong enough to trap radiation of wavelength 3 m, orresponding to the

radar frequeny used by Brooks et al. (1999).

A plot of the one-way propagation fator obtained from TERPEM is shown

in Fig. 9. The duting is obvious, but energy trapping ours over a slightly

smaller depth (just less than 100m) than might be predited from Fig. 8.

This is a onsequene of the limited vertial resolution of the mesosale

model data that is passed to TERPEM. The results of Fig. 8 make use of inter-

polation between vertial mesosale grid points aording to the Chebyshev-

�t method of Plant and Atkinson (2000). This produes a dut height over

most of the propagation path that lies between the grid heights of 100 and

130m. However, the refrativity pro�les passed to TERPEM simply onsist

of a series of height{M pairs at the mesosale grid heights. The TERPEM

ode makes a linear interpolation between adjaent input values. Unless the

vertial resolution is very good near the top of a dut suh an interpolation

sheme may introdue signi�ant inauraies around this turning point,

espeially if nearby vertial gradients are large. Ideally, suh inauraies

should be eliminated by running the mesosale model with high vertial res-

olution around the dut top. In pratie though this may be ruled out by

numerial onsiderations, partiularly given that the dut top over an inho-

mogeneous oastal region may vary from zero up to several hundred metres.

That the limited vertial resolution of a mesosale model imposes strong

onstraints on the ability of suh models to predit detailed but important

features of the propagation environment was noted by Lystad and Tjelta
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(1995), who stated that hanges in refrativity ourring on a sale of a few

metres in the vertial an be of ritial importane to propagation.

The e�ets of linear interpolation around the dut top are illustrated by

Fig. 10 whih ompares suh an interpolation to that provided by a Cheby-

shev �t (Plant and Atkinson, 2000). Although the �tting proedure has

diÆulties lose to the ground, it does produe a urve whih is smoother

around the dut top and whih has its turning point a little above the 100m

grid point. If the �t urves are used to provide more detailed refrativity

data to TERPEM then there are signi�ant di�erenes in the results. Fig. 11

ompares TERPEM results for input pro�les provided by the grid point values

with those obtained when the input pro�les are set using 10 data points for

eah vertial grid point, the interpolations being made using the Chebyshev

�ts. The region in whih energy is trapped is indeed somewhat deeper when

using the smoother pro�le obtained from the �t. The dut also appears

to apture more of the radar energy in this ase. It should also be noted

from Fig. 11 that there are di�erenes in the pattern of short{sale overage

utuations within the dut. These utuations are aused by interferene

between waveguide modes (Joseph and Smith, 1972; Dokery and Goldhirsh,

1995) and are known to be sensitive to �ne details of the refrativity environ-

ment. It is lear that the aurate predition of this short{sale behaviour

is beyond the sope of the data provided by a mesosale model.

Returning to Fig. 9, we note that the one-way propagation fator within

the duting region dereases with height so that the dut top is not seen

as a sharp transition. A derease in the duting strength at long range is

predited by Fig. 8 and this appears to be aptured by TERPEM. Esape of

energy from the dut an be learly seen beyond � 80 km, whih oinides

with the onset of a derease in the dut height and in �M . Craig (1988) has

laimed that paraboli equation models are able to give a good desription

of suh leakage, improving on the understimated rates predited on the basis

of mode theory.

A wavelike struture on the top of the dut an be seen in Fig. 9, a

feature whih also ourred with a homogeneous dut in Fig. 4. The streaks

seen above the dut are aused by interferene between a diret omponent

and a speularly{reeted omponent from the sea surfae. They have �xed

elevation angles, although they appear to urve upwards when plotted on

a retangular o-ordinate system. The �xed angles an easily be seen on a

at{earth plot (Fig. 12). Simple geometri optis predits that for reetion

at a perfetly{onduting surfae and propagation in a medium of onstant

refrative index, then interferene between the sattered and diret rays

ours for elevation angles given by

sin� =

n�

4h

; (5)

where h is the antenna height. Odd values of n represent destrutive interef-
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erene and even values represent reinforement. This equation is valid for

propagation distanes long ompared with h. Obviously the required ondi-

tions are not satis�ed here. However, one an run TERPEM in suh a uniform

medium and verify that an interferene pattern does our that is orretly

desribed by Eq. 5. Moreover, although the interferene pattern an be

a�eted by the presene of a dut (Skolink, 1980) it turns out that Eq. 5

does manage to provide a reasonable guide to the positions of the streaks in

the present ase. This an be seen from Fig. 13 whih shows the one-way

propagation fator at a height of 330m. At this height, Eq. 5 predits nulls

at ranges of 120 km (n = 3), 72 km (n = 5) and 51:4 km (n = 7) and peaks

at 90 km (n = 4), 60 km (n = 6) and 45 km (n = 8). The at{earth plot

(Fig. 12) reveals that the angles assoiated with anellation from surfae

reetions oinide with peaks in the wavelike struture of trapping along

the top of the dut. Thus, it appears that along angles of destrutive inter-

ferene there is less energy able to esape from the dut and therefore, just

below the dut top at the same angles, there is more radar energy aptured.

One an ompare Fig. 9 with the overage diagrams produed by Brooks

et al. (1999) for a nearby path on a low wind day

5

. It is immediately appar-

ent that the inhomogeneity in refrativity observed by Brooks et al. (1999)

(whih is taken into aount in Figs. 19a and 19b of that paper) is muh

stronger than that predited by the mesosale model. It is unertain, how-

ever, to what extent the inhomogemeity in the data used by Brooks et al.

(1999) is genuinely aused by horizontal variations within the refrativity

environment. The data were olleted along a ight path of length 116 km

between 0815 and 1122 UTC. Sine the refrativity environment an hange

quite signi�antly over the ourse of three hours (as is disussed in Se. 5),

one should not regard Figs. 19a and 19b of Brooks et al. (1999) as predi-

tions of the propagation environment along a ertain path at some unique

time. Rather those diagrams should be taken to be illustrative of the im-

portant e�ets on propagation that an arise as a result of inhomogeneity.

Whether that inhomogeneity is spatial or temporal does not alter the thrust

of Brooks et al.'s (1999) argument that it should be taken seriously. A more

sensible basis for omparison with the general features of Fig. 9 may be pro-

vided by Figs. 19 and 19d of Brooks et al. (1999) in eah of whih a single

refrativity pro�le is taken aross the overage region. The agreement with

Fig. 19d is fairly good, the trapping depths being similar and the derease

of the propagation fator with altitude being aptured towards the top of

the dut. The trapping strength of the dut is perhaps a little overestimated

in Fig. 9, the one-way propagation fator being slightly stronger within the

dut and slightly weaker at short ranges above it. There is little evidene

for esape of energy from the dut at long ranges in Figs. 19 and 19d of

5

For ease of omparison, �gures from Brooks et al. (1999) have been reprodued in

Appendix B of this report.
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Brooks et al. (1999). However, it does seem plausible that suh esape may

be failitated by even a modest amount of horizontal inhomogeneity. The

wavelike struture within the dut is learly seen in the overage diagrams

of Brooks et al. (1999), a pattern with a wavelength of � 20 km ourring

in Fig. 19d of that paper, as is also found in Fig. 9 here.

4.2 Varying the Radar Parameters

Now let us onsider hanging the radar parameters. In the example disussed

above irular polarization was used. Fig. 14 shows the e�ets of swithing

to horizontal or vertial polarization. It is within the interferene bands that

the di�erenes between polarizations are most notieable. Sine reetion

of vertially{polarized radiation is weaker, the interferene pattern is less

pronouned in this ase. In addition, the di�erene between polarizations

inreases with inreasing range, sine, as the number of surfae reetions

inreases, the vertial omponent is attenuated relative to the horizontal

one (Skolink, 1980). 5 dB has been onsidered to be a reasonable error

level for the predited propagation fator (Dokery and Goldhirsh, 1995;

Goldhirsh and Dokery, 1998; Brooks et al., 1999). Thus, the di�erenes

between polarizations appear to be a tolerable unertainty. Heneforth, we

shall assume that the radar polarization is always irular.

Next onsider the radar frequeny. The results obtained using smaller

frequenies of 3GHz, 1GHz, 300MHz and 100MHz are shown in Fig. 15.

Coverage at 3GHz is similar to that at 10GHz (Fig. 9), but the wave fea-

tures on the top of the dut are a little more prominent. There is also

a little less struture above the dut, an observation whih beomes more

striking at 1GHz, the interferene streaks being inreasingly separated as

the wavelength inreases. At 300MHz the waves at the top of the dut are

quite pronouned and have beome deoupled from the interferene patterns

above. Thus, although at high frequenies interferene behaviour may a�et

these waves, they an be generated without any inuene from the inter-

ferene struture. Reduing the frequeny further, at 100MHz duting is

no longer observed, sine the wavelength of 3m exeeds the maximum value

whih an be supported by the dut (see Fig. 8). Nonetheless, there remains

some distortion of the propagation environment, the dut leading to slightly

enhaned signals at low altitudes.

Results obtained at the larger frequeny of 30GHz are given in Fig. 16.

The energy trapping does not appear to be as strong as in Fig. 9, the propa-

gation fator dereasing rapidly as the range inreases. This is aused by at-

mospheri absorption, a proess whih beomes important above � 10GHz

and whih an rapidly attenutate the radar signal. Our interpretation is

easily heked by swithing o� the TERPEM absorption alulation. When

ombined with the inreased attenuation due to sea-surfae roughness that

applies at high frequenies, absorption imposes a maximum frequeny for
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pratial signal transmission within a surfae dut (Skolink, 1980), a feature

whih should be well represented by TERPEM.

Attenuation due to atmospheri absorption is fairly modest at 10GHz,

the absorption rate being 0:02 dBkm

�1

for a pressure of 1000mb, a tem-

perature of 25

Æ

C and a relative humidity of 75%. TERPEM uses three global

parameters (TERPEM User Guide, 1998) in alulating the attenuation, a

onstant rate being applied between the soure and the point of interest (see

Fig. 17). This is likely to be adequate for the limited rates that our at

10GHz, where there is little e�et from varying the parameters.

In TERPEM reetion from the sea surfae is treated by applying a rough-

ness orretion fator to the standard reetion oeÆient appropriate for a

smooth surfae. The roughness fator varies with grazing angle, wavelength

and wind speed, the last of these quantities being used to estimate an RMS

waveheight from the Phillips (1966) model. In low wind onditions, a value

of 5ms

�1

was hosen. Setting the wind speed to zero amounts to swithing

o� this roughness orretion. Over most of the range there is little e�et on

the results (see Fig. 18), the propagation fator inreasing slightly within the

interferene streaks when the roughness fator is disabled. However, there

are signi�ant di�erenes above the dut at long ranges, more energy being

able to esape from the dut when the roughness orretion is applied. Thus,

the wind{speed parameter is important for long range propagation. Only a

single range{independent value may be set in TERPEM. For paths whih lie a

signi�ant distane out to sea, this is not a handiap sine it seems natural

to set the parameter equal to the ambient wind speed. In general though

one would like to be able to hoose di�erent values for the wind speed pa-

rameter at di�erent ranges in order to reet the hanges within a sea breeze

irulation. Moreover, for mixed land and sea paths, one needs to set this

TERPEM parameter with some are. The TERPEM User Guide (1998, page

34) notes that the same method is used to determine a roughness orretion

over the land surfae, although the treatment is not really appropriate in

that ase. It is hinted in the TERPEM User Guide (1998) that an enhaned

treatment of roughness would be desirable in future ode development. The

indiations from this appliation are that the long{range modelling apa-

bility of TERPEM ould indeed be improved if suh ode enhanements were

made.

Next we onsider the hoie of radar antenna. Previously, an omni-

diretional antenna has been used for simpliity. Another possibility is the

Taylor pattern, obtained from a uniform antenna aperture. This was used in

Se. 3 for omparison with Dokery (1988). Taking a 3

Æ

bandwidth, whih is

the TERPEM default hoie, gives rise to Fig. 19. The results are very similar

to those obtained with the omni-diretional antenna (Fig. 9) over most of

the overage diagram, although the interferene pattern at large angles is

suppressed beause little radiation is released at suh angles. The variations

with hanging bandwidth are as expeted. A redued bandwidth redues
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the signal above the dut, espeially at short ranges, while inreasing the

bandwidth auses the pattern to approximate more losely that of the omni-

diretional antenna. Conditions within the dut are largely una�eted.

Close to the antenna beam axis, the radiation patterns of many anten-

nas an be approximated by a suitably{hosen Gaussian form (Bogush Jr,

1989). There is little di�erene in the TERPEM results between a Taylor and a

Gaussian antenna of the same beamwidth, the di�erenes being omfortably

below the 5 dB level referred to earlier. Sine sidelobes are omitted from the

Taylor pattern, the Gaussian antenna does give a wider overage in angle

resulting in higher propagation fators at the larger angles. However, the

radiation at suh angles is nevertheless weak.

Antennas with a s

2

� pattern are often used in surveillane radar ap-

pliations sine (in a uniform refrativity environment) they give rise to a

signal whih is independent of range (Skolink, 1980; Cole, 1985). A TERPEM

antenna type is available whih radiates very little energy at negative eleva-

tion angles, behaves like a omni-diretional antenna up to some �xed positive

angle and then has the s

2

� shape at larger angles. The default value for

the �xed angle is 3

Æ

whih leads to a overage diagram similar to those of

other limited{beamwidth antennas. Propagation within the dut is sensitive

to radation emitted at small angles only, for whih this antenna is taken to

be omni-diretional. The fall-o� at large angles means that the interferene

pattern is weaker than that obtained using the omni-diretional antenna.

However, radiation at the largest angles exeeds that produed by a Taylor

or Gaussian antenna. Although the default value for the \beamwidth" of

the oseant{squared antenna is 3

Æ

, the TERPEM User Guide (1998) states

that a value � 2

Æ

is normal. Taking a value of 1

Æ

has little e�et on propa-

gation in the dut, although overage above the dut is slightly redued and

the interferene pattern at short ranges is less pronouned. However, the

overage is signi�antly a�eted if the beamwidth angle is smaller than �



,

the maximum angle of emission for trapping within a dut (Battan, 1973;

Hall, 1979; Collin, 1985), whih is given by

sin �



=

p

2ÆM10

�6

(6)

where ÆM is the inrease inM between the transmitter height and the dut

top. �



� 0:7

Æ

in the present ase. Using a oseant{squared beamwidth

of 0:1

Æ

produes the overage diagram shown in Fig. 20. The overage is

weaker in general sine less radiation is emitted. The redution is less strong

within the dut itself, but onditions within the dut beome more sporadi,

the wavelike pattern noted earlier being more pronouned.

For antenna types other than the omni-diretional it is also neessary to

selet an elevation angle. Previously the boresight was set to be horizontal.

For a small positive elevation angle, the results are little altered provided

that a signi�ant amount of radiation is emitted below the ritial duting
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angle �



. The interferene pattern is perturbed by the hange of angle,

but this pattern is in any event weak for an antenna with a gain that falls

o� rapidly with angle. Using a 3

Æ

bandwidth Gaussian antenna with an

elevation angle of 5

Æ

or above, the dut was found to have very little e�et

on the signal sine there is little radiation that is emitted into the duting

region.

The detailed overage within a dut is well known to be highly sensitive

to the antenna height (Joseph and Smith, 1972; Dokery and Goldhirsh,

1995). This is illustrated by Fig. 21 whih shows the overage diagrams for

antenna heights of 10m and 50m. As would be expeted from Eq. 5, the

streaks of the interferene pattern above the dut are more widely spaed

out for smaller antenna heights. The dut overage is found to be less

homogeneous with a lower antenna. The overall vertial gradient of the

propagation fator aross the dut inreases as the antenna height dereases,

indiating enhaned overage near the surfae and redued overage towards

the top of the dut.

If one plaes the antenna around the top of the dut, at 100m, then

duting is very muh weaker and is very uneven. The upper plot of Fig. 22

gives the results in this ase. There is a limited amount of energy trapping,

mainly at ranges less than � 100 km. The dut appears to onentrate the

signal in a band, the altitude of whih has a de�nite wavelike variation. If

the antenna is plaed well above the dut (eg, at 200m in the lower plot of

Fig. 22) then there is little indiation of the dut on the overage diagram.

At the longer ranges, the angles made by radiation striking the top of the

dut may be shallow enough suh that the dut ats as a partial barrier

to the radiation. Thus, the propagation fator within the dut tends to be

a little lower and that just above the dut tends to be a little larger than

would have been the ase with no dut present.

5 Propagation Environment Under Modelled Con-

ditions

Having heked that the TERPEM ode is able to produe reasonable results

(Se. 3) and having examined the sensitivity of duting properties to the

TERPEM model parameters (Se. 4.2) we are now in a position to selet a

�xed set of parameters with whih to investigate further the refrativity

environments predited by the mesosale model. The TERPEM parameters

and options to be used are as follows:

� A frequeny of 10GHz as in Brooks et al. (1999). This has a wave-

length whih is small enough to be aptured by any pratial dut. As

was found by Brooks et al. (1999), results at smaller frequenies are

similar, at least down to � 1GHz. Duting phenomena are generally
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treated as potentially important when studying the propagation of fre-

quenies above this value (Hall, 1979). At smaller frequenies, a dut

may no longer trap radiation. At frequenies above � 10GHz, ab-

sorption by atmospheri gases beomes important, limiting the range

of strong propagation to less than the 100 km or so that is onsidered

here.

� An omni-diretional antenna. Other hoies of antenna would produe

similar results within the duting region provided that the gain is ap-

proximately onstant within a degree or so of the horizontal. Use of an

omni-diretional antenna will overestimate the overage at large an-

gles in omparison with a pratial radar system. However, our hoie

avoids the need to onsider e�ets that are due to the orientation of the

main beam and is ommonly made in assessments of the propagation

environment (Barrios, 1989; Paulus, 1989).

� If the antenna is over the sea then it is plaed at 30m above the surfae

as in Brooks et al. (1999). This puts the antenna well within the

duting region. Note that the hoie of an omni-diretional antenna

means that the general properties of the results should not be too

sensitive to the antenna height, given that a value within the dut is

hosen. A land{based antenna is often plaed a little lower and so

we have used 20m in this ase, as in the work of Rogers (1995) and

Lystad and Tjelta (1995).

� Cirular polarization. In pratial appliations a linear polarization

tends to be preferred sine it is simpler to produe (Skolink, 1980).

The hoie of polarization does not have a great deal of e�et on

the results obtained. We use irularly{polarized radar beause the

results are then intermediate between those that would be obtained

with horizontal and vertial polarizations.

� TERPEM data for `sea water' (TERPEM User Guide, 1998) is used in

alulating reetion from the sea surfae.

� TERPEM data for `very dry ground' (TERPEM User Guide, 1998) is

used in alulating reetion from the land.

� Atmospheri absorption is inluded. The parameters used in the ab-

sorption alulation are a pressure of 1000mb, a temperature of 25

Æ

C

and a relative humidity of 75%. This gives an modest absorption rate,

whih is not sensitive to the parameter hoie.

� Surfae roughness is alulated using a wind speed of 5ms

�1

in the low

wind ases and 15ms

�1

in the high wind ases. As disussed above,

within the sea breeze irulation and over land, smaller values for the
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e�etive wind speed might be appropriate. Use of the ambient wind

speeds will thus produe something of an overestimate of the amount

of energy that esapes from the dut, a point whih may be important

at long range.

An important issue when using measured refrativity data to assess the

propagation environment is the frequeny with whih reordings are made.

As pointed out by Rogers (1995), the impliations of unertainties in the

measurement proess may be less signi�ant than the assumption that on-

ditions do not vary in time over a 12 hour period. The ability to study ondi-

tions at any time of interest is therefore one of the most attrative arguments

in favour of the use of a mesosale model. Changes in the propagation en-

vironment over time are disussed below, onsidering three di�erent paths.

All of the paths lie along the grid line y = �54 km, whih passes over land

from the western model boundary up to x = �99 km and over the sea there-

after. A sea{sea path was examined from x = 120 ! 270 km, a land{sea

path from x = �120! 80 km and a sea{land path from x = 80! �120 km.

The refrativity data are taken from the high and low wind runs with 6 km

grid length that were desribed by Plant and Atkinson (1999).

5.1 Sea{Sea Path in Low Winds

Coverage diagrams at various times are shown in Fig. 23. The duting prop-

erties and propagation onditions along the path at 1400 hr on the �rst day

were disussed in Se. 4.1. Strong trapping ours below about 100m with

a wavelike pattern along the top of the layer. In the late afternoon and early

evening the trapping layer dereases in height to � 60m at 1800 hr due to

inreased subsidene as the sea breeze irulation (SBC) beomes stronger.

The SBC deays during the night and the front moves inland. At 0200 hr

for instane, the trapping depth inreases (sine the subsidene dereases)

along the path as one moves through the tail of what remains of the SBC.

Horizontal waves within the dut are partiularly strong at this time. The

depth of the trapping layer inreases during the night, reahing � 150m,

a value maintained during the seond day until the SBC starts to beome

strong in the late afternoon. The inreased depth of the marine boundary

layer on the seond day has been noted previously (Li and Atkinson, 1998b).

Due to a tightening of the refrativity gradient at the top of the MIBL, the

signal trapping is also somewhat stronger on the seond day and the signal

within the dut is more uniform in the vertial diretion.

5.2 Sea{Sea Path in High Winds

The dut parameters at 1400 hr on the �rst day, along the line y = �54 km

are plotted in Fig. 24. In aordane with the low wind ase (Se. 4.1),

the dut deepens smoothly with inreasing feth and its height is similar
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to that of the MIBL. At short fethes the modi�ed refrativity dereases

throughout the dut depth. This orresponds to a simple surfae dut in

the lassi�ation sheme of Turton et al. (1988) (it is illustrated in Fig. 4a of

that referene). However, at larger fethes the near{surfae refrativity has

a positive gradient below a trapping layer. The positive gradients are not

strong enough for the dut to beome elevated and the resulting on�gura-

tion is referred to as an S-shaped dut (Turton et al., 1988, Fig. 4b). One

this pattern has been established, the depth of the trapping layer remains

almost onstant at � 160m.

The refrativity di�erene aross the dut is about half as strong as that

in the low wind ase (ompare the middle plots of Figs. 8 and 24). At short

fethes, the refrativity at the dut top inreases rapidly with feth relative

to that near the sea surfae, and thus �M inreases with inreasing feth.

By ontrast, at the largest fethes, after the dut height has reahed a fairly

steady value, the refrativity around the dut top remains onstant but that

between the sea surfae and the trapping{layer base ontinues to inrease

somewhat with feth. This results in a derease in �M at large fethes.

Plant and Atkinson (2000) disussed in some detail a perturbation to the

pattern of MIBL growth, albeit onentrating on results from 1500 hr for a

slightly{di�erent high wind run to that onsidered here. A rapid rise of the

top of the potential{temperature inversion was observed just behind the sea{

breeze front and is believed to be aused by an interation between the SBC

and the MIBL growth mehanism. This rise is assoiated with relatively

small jumps upwards of the isolines of refrativity (Plant and Atkinson, 1999,

2000). Although no suh perturbation is apparent in the development of the

dut depth, the evolution of the refrativity di�erene �M does appear to

be onneted to the SBC. The loal maximum of �M in the middle plot of

Fig. 24 is loated lose to the sea{breeze front. �M dereases to a minimum

within the SBC, inreasing again one the S-shaped dut is formed. Thus, it

appears that the MIBL perturbation desribed by Plant and Atkinson (2000)

may have impliations for the propagation environment but that these may

be realized in a slightly unexpeted manner.

Fig. 25 gives a seletion of overage diagrams for paths over the sea.

At 1400 hr, the presene of duting is lear. However, the variations of

the propagation fator within the dut are quite unlike those seen in the

low wind ase. Over the �rst part of the path, trapping ours aross the

refrativity inversion, with the trapping base at � 300m. This is somewhat

larger than the � 230m predited by Fig. 24 and suggests, not implausibly,

that the negative M gradient between � 230 and � 300m is small so that

the ability to trap signals at these heights is onsiderably weaker than in

the stronger gradients between � 300 and � 400m. At the shortest ranges,

the angles at whih energy must be emitted to reah the trapping layer are

larger than the minimum trapping angle for the dut. Thus, the only e�et

of the dut at ranges

<

�

35 km is a distortion of the pattern of interferene
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with sea-surfae reetions. The range beyond whih energy an atually

be trapped within the trapping layer an be estimated from

p

2ÆM10

�6

� h=R (7)

where h is the height of the trapping layer and R is the range. This equa-

tion is onsistent with the diagrams of Fig. 25, on�rming the interpretation.

After trapping has beome established the base of the trapping layer ats

as an absorbing surfae for propagation in the lower part of the dut, and

so interferene streaks are restrited to the region below the trapping layer.

Beyond ranges of � 80 km, the value of �M begins to derease (see the

middle plot of Fig. 24), behaviour assoiated with negative horizontal gra-

dients in the isolines of modi�ed refrativity. This has two important e�ets

on the radar overage. First, the minimum of M at the top of the dut is

smoothed out so that gradients near the very top of the dut are somewhat

weaker. Although signal trapping is maintained up to � 400m a negative

vertial gradient in the propagation fator develops towards the top of the

dut. The seond, and more dramati e�et, is the extension downwards of

the region of strong radar signal, signal trapping ourring over the full dut

depth beyond a range of � 120 km. This ours beause the trak width has

to be extended downwards in order to satisfy the ondition for waveguide

modes within the dut (Budden, 1961),
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where:

� z

0L

and z

0U

denote the base and top of the region of trapped radar

signal respetively;

� � = 10

�6

M ;

�  is the angle between the wave normal and the x-axis; and,

� n lables the waveguide modes.

The expression holds only when z

0L

and z

0U

are signi�antly di�erent from

the surfae and the top of the dut respetively, but it should give a reason-

able guide to the situation over most of the range between 80 and 120 km.

As �M dereases so must the ontribution from the trapping layer to the

integral on the left{hand side (LHS) of Eq. 8. Thus, z

0L

must derease for

the LHS to maintain the same value.

A similar pattern of overage persists throughout the afternoon of the

�rst day, although the dut height inreases slowly throughout. Also, the

development of the pattern as a funtion of range gradually beomes slower,

as indiated for example by an inrease in the range at whih the region of
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trapped radar signal reahes down to the surfae. As in the low wind ase,

the dut height is onsiderably redued in the early evening, but the basi

features of the overage pattern an be seen as late as 2200 hr. By midnight,

however, the low{level duting environment has been eroded suÆiently

for the dut to hange its harater from an S-shaped surfae dut into a

weak elevated dut (Turton et al., 1988, Fig. 4). This leads to a modest

signal enhanement around � 250m with a radar hole at long ranges below

� 200m. During the early hours of the seond day, the mesosale model

appears to break down. Although the ode ran to ompletion through to the

seond afternoon, the results obtained are learly unrealisti at that time

(Fig. 26). Duting is almost ompletely lost by about 0400 hr and is never

reovered in this model run. The break down of model runs for the high

wind ase during the night has been desribed previously by Li and Atkinson

(1998b) and by Plant and Atkinson (1999).

5.3 Land{Sea Path in Low Winds

We now onsider paths from a land{based transmitter (21 km inland) look-

ing out to sea. Coverage diagrams are given in Fig. 27. As the radar signal

propagates over the sea, a dut with strong trapping properties gradually

beomes established. At 1400 hr on the �rst day, the dut depth is just un-

der 100m, in agreement with the results of Se. 5.1. There is a pronouned

derease in the propagation fator with height aross the mature dut. Ob-

viously the lower the height onsidered the shorter the minimum range at

whih radar power an be aptured by the evolving dut. Thus, the vertial

gradient of the propagation fator is presumably related to the development

of the dut with range and suggests that the detailed mehanism of MIBL

growth may be an important fator in determining the vertial signal dis-

tribution within the dut, even at long range. As noted in the disussion of

sea{sea paths in low winds (Se. 5.1), there is a horizontal wavelike pattern

within the dut. Also, in the late afternoon and early evening the trap-

ping depth falls. However, the movement of the SBF inland brings marine

air landwards and thus failitates more eÆient trapping at shorter ranges.

Thus, the propagation fator within the dut at 2000 hr is greater than that

at 1400 hr and is more uniform as a funtion of height. It is interesting to

note the behaviour of the leakage from the dut at this time. The propaga-

tion fator immediately above the dut is very small but inreased values are

observed at a height of 100m at ranges between � 40 and � 100 km. Suh

an inrease an be aounted for by mode theory (Budden, 1961, p. 216)

whih allows a wave to esape from a trapping layer by a method analogous

to quantum{mehanial tunnelling. Over most of the night, there is little

hange in the overage, although the dut does beome more leaky with a

notieable fall-o� of signal strength within the dut at the larger ranges.

This is illustrated by the overage diagram for 0200 hr. As seen for the
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sea{sea path there is an inrease in trapping depth with range at this time,

albeit a modest one. Having remained at a steady value sine early evening,

the dut depth inreases in the early hours of the morning. From about

1000 hr on the seond day, a de�nite MIBL beomes apparent and by this

time the dut has almost reahed its maximum mid-afternoon depth.

A overage diagram for 1400 hr on the seond day an be seen in Fig. 27.

The wavelike patterns within the dut are stronger on the seond day than

the �rst, resulting in more pathy duts. Suh waves also seem to have

the e�et of smoothing out muh of the derease in propagation fator with

height that was seen on the �rst day.

5.4 Land{Sea Path in High Winds

Coverage digrams looking out to sea under high{wind onditions an be seen

in Fig. 28. At short ranges, there is little evidene of trapping by the evolving

MIBL. At 1000 hr for instane, trapping �rst beomes notieable around

80 km. At this stage there is some indiation of trapping over the lowest

200m or so but it is strongest between � 150 and 200m. This orresponds

to the trapping layer of the S-shaped dut that omes into being at that

range and is due the strong refrativity gradients aross the inversion. The

detailed evolution of the MIBL is important in explaining the behaviour

at longer ranges. An extension downwards of the initial region of trapping

ours via the mehanism desribed in Se. 5.2. There is also evidene of

additional trapping by the growing MIBL, whih reahes a height of � 300m

towards the end of the range onsidered. However, there is very little energy

still available to be trapped towards the end of the range and therefore the

propagation fator remains small between � 200 and � 300m. Nonetheless,

a radar hole above the MIBL at long ranges an learly be distinguished.

At midday and during the afternoon, the hange from a simple surfae

dut to an S-shaped dut ours at a progressively longer range. There

tend to be weaker refrativity gradients in the simple surfae dut and so

trapping is generally a little weaker in the afternoon than in the morning.

Variations of the propagation fator within the dut are very sensitive to the

development of the S-shape. Consider for example the overage at 1400 hr.

Similarly to the results for the sea{sea path in the high wind ase (Se. 5.2),

the propagation fator within the dut has a marked negative vertial gra-

dient. A prominent feature of this diagram is the strong propagation fator

between � 70 and 200m at long range. This oinides with the formation

and rapid growth of the S-shape (see Fig. 24). Essentially the base of the

trapping layer ats as a lid to radar energy in the loally super-refrating

environment that onstitutes the lowest part of the S-shape. Within that

isolated environment, the strong negative gradient of the propagation fator

an no longer be maintained and so a more homogeneous vertial distribu-

tion arises.
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During the evening, the trapping strength diminishes. An example of

this an be seen in the overage diagram at 2000 hr, in whih the trapping

depth an be seen to inrease steadily up to � 200m. The large values of

the propagation fator above the dut indiate that the trapping is not very

eÆient at this time. Also, the derease with range of the propagation fator

within the dut on�rms that it is not diÆult for radar energy to esape

from the dut.

5.5 Sea{Land Path in Low Winds

We now onsider the overage of a radar transmitter out to sea, whih is

looking towards the oast. The �nal 21 km of the path onsidered pass over

land. At the shortest ranges one would expet to �nd trapping similar to

that observed on the sea{sea path desribed in Se. 5.1 whereas at longer

ranges one expets the dut to deay, resulting in the release of radar energy.

These general features an indeed be seen in the overage diagrams of Fig. 29.

From the diagram at 1400 hr on the �rst day, it is lear that wavelike patterns

within the dut our, as seen along the other paths studied in the low wind

ase. Esape of energy from the dut appears to be related to the peaks

of these waves, leading to a very streaky struture above the dut. This

means that although the signal strength overland is in general enhaned by

the presene of the dut over the sea, it would not be sensible to rely on

suh enhanement for the operation of robust ommuniations. During the

evening the SBC moves some of the marine air overland, assisting the long{

range retention of radar energy at low altitudes. The tendeny for overland

noturnal ooling to generate duting onditions may also ontribute to

suh retention. Thus, the trapping is found to be more persistent at night.

Early on the seond morning the dut depth inreases signi�antly (see

Se. 5.1) and at sunrise, the noturnal inversion is quikly burnt o� and a

strong sea{land ontrast re-established. Disintegration of the trapping layer

towards the end of the path an be seen as early as 0800 hr. On the seond

afternoon, the radar energy released from the break-up of the dut is quite

large and should allow for good if pathy reeption near the oast up to

several hundred metres above the surfae. It is interesting to note that the

trapping layer on the seond day seems to retain more of its integrity for

somewhat longer than on the �rst day.

5.6 Sea{Land Path in High Winds

Under high wind onditions the overage diagrams looking landwards from

the sea have a rih struture (Fig. 30). Details of the overage vary rapidly

with time and are highly sensitive to the detailed development of the MIBL.

At 1000 hr on the �rst day, the mature dut height an be seen to be � 300m

although at short ranges the propagation is strongest below � 200m. Suh
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observations are in agreement with the results of Se. 5.4. The esape of

trapped energy begins at a range of � 120 km, whih is idential to the

loation at whih trapping �rst beomes apparent on the land{sea path of

Se. 5.4 at this time. It orresponds to the transition from an S-shaped

dut, with the energy largely ontained in the lowest part of the S, to a

simple surfae dut. At midday, there is a region of strong, trapped radar

signal throughout the dut at the shorter ranges, and this trapping over

the sea is established from the top of the dut downwards as in Se. 5.2.

As the dut height deays energy is released, a proess suÆiently fast that

the propagation fator just above the surfae has been markedly redued

at the oast. There is a yellow streak on the diagram sloping down from

x = 120 km, z = 240m to x = 160 km, z = 110m whih shows that some of

the energy in the deaying dut is drawn in to the remaining part of the dut

rather than being immediately released. However, this modest resistane to

the disintegration of the trapped{energy layer does not delay the inevitable

overmuh. Rapid break up of the trapped{energy layer makes the loalised

radar hole a striking feature of this overage diagram.

It was stated in Se. 5.4 that the appearane of an S-shaped dut requires

longer fethes as the day progresses. There is also a derease in the values

of �M over time. Although modest, these two hanges are suÆient to

give rise to a di�erent type of propagation behaviour during the afternoon

and early evening, a good example being provided by the overage diagram

at 1800 hr. A simple surfae dut is present over all of that part of the

path that lies over the sea and this supports a somewhat streaky pattern of

trapping, below � 210m at short ranges. The trapping is initially strongest

around the top of the dut but energy beomes onentrated towards the

base of the dut as the range inreases. This is very similar to the behaviour

over the sea{sea path at this time (Se. 5.2). As the dut deays there is

little energy release, presumably beause there is little trapped energy in

the upper, deaying part of the dut.

By the evening, movement of the SBF inland has transported marine air

with an S-shaped dut over the �rst part of this land{sea path. As a result

the overage diagram at 2200 hr shows elevated trapping at short range.

This S-shaped dut is eroded into a two-dut struture with a modest surfae

dut of about 100m depth and a weak elevated dut persisting at around

200m. Thus, there arises a tendeny for the trapped energy to beome

onentrated in two horizontal streaks. While this splitting is ourring, the

elevated trapping layer is breaking up, release of energy beginning at a range

of � 150 km. The disintegration of the surfae dut does not get underway

until the oast is reahed, at 180 km. Energy release is a muh more gradual

proess at night than in the daytime, essentially beause the movement of

marine air inland by the SBC produes a smoother transition from duting

to non-duting onditions.
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6 Seletion of Refrativity Pro�les

The TERPEM ode allows one to speify a horizontally{varying refrativity

environment by means of up to ten vertial pro�les (TERPEM User Guide,

1998). Over a propagation range of say 150 km, a typial grid length in the

mesosale model of 6 km implies that 25 pro�les are available and thus some

of the information from the mesosale model simulation has to be disarded

in de�ning the refrativity environment within TERPEM. An indiation that

this ould have important onsequenes for the predited propagation envi-

ronment is provided by Dokery and Goldhirsh (1995), who estimated that

a horizontal resolution of 17 km was neessary in order to obtain 5 dB au-

ray in propagation when using a paraboli equation model in a realisti ase

study with horizontally inhomogeneity. The resolution available in TERPEM

is lose to this estimate.

In situations where meteorologial onditions an hange rapidly over

short horizontal distanes the seletion of pro�les to be used in TERPEM may

present something of a problem, sine the propagation results ould vary sig-

ni�antly aording to the seletion made. The means of seletion employed

in this report is an automated proess designed to restrit the error in spe-

ifying the refrativity environment. Sets of pro�les within the overage area

are hosen at random, and eah suh set an be used to de�ne a refrativity

environment within TERPEM through either step or linear interpolation be-

tween the pro�les (TERPEM User Guide, 1998). One an estimate an error

for eah set by seleting mesosale grid points at random within the overage

area and alulating the RMS di�erene between the mesosale model value

and the approximate value at that position derived from the spei�ation

of the TERPEM environment. The set with the lowest error is then used as

the atual input to TERPEM. As an example of the proess onsider the high

wind run with a 3 km grid length that was desribed by Plant and Atkinson

(2000). Taking a overage region of �120 � x � 50 km at 1500 hr along the

line y = �54 km, there are 58 mesosale grid points available for possible

seletion. We test 100 pro�le sets, determining an RMS error for eah using

100 randomly{hosen values of M within the overage region. Sine we are

mainly interested in the environment within the lowest few hundred metres,

we require that these M values be hosen from mesosale model data for

vertial grid points up to 500m. The variation of the smallest RMS error

found with the number of pro�les onstituting a set is shown in Fig. 31. It

should be borne in mind that auray above � �1M -unit is somewhat su-

peruous sine the semi-empirial formula of Bean et al. (1970) is employed

in obtaining values of refrativity from the meteorologial variables and this

is itself subjet to errors of

<

�

0:5% (Hall, 1979).

From Fig. 31 it is lear that the use by TERPEM of linear interpolation in

the horizontal is desirable when transferring data from the mesosale model.

The overage region onsidered is a heterogeneous one, inorporating the
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growth of a marine internal boundary layer (Plant and Atkinson, 2000) in

a transition from land to sea onditions. Enouragingly, even for suh a

overage region, Fig. 31 suggests that the ten pro�les permitted by TERPEM

should be suÆient to provide an aurate desription of the refrativity

environment predited by the mesosale model. The distribution of RMS

errors from 100 sets of ten pro�les is shown in the lower plot of Fig. 31.

The median random seletion has an error of � 2:4M -units. In general, one

would expet that a uniform spaing of the pro�les or the hoie of a skilled

user would produe a rather smaller error than a typial random seletion.

Aording to the �gure, the error would be redued to 1:5{2:0M -units by a

user who was able to beat 65{85% of the random seletions.

From Se. 5.4, the overage expeted along the land{sea path at this

time has fairly weak trapping at low altitudes, the trapping layer deepen-

ing gradually with inreasing range. Although a di�erent high wind run is

onsidered here and the time is a little later, the diagram should be broadly

similar to the lower left plot of Fig. 28. This is indeed the ase when us-

ing the optimally{seleted set of refrativity pro�les, as an be seen from

Fig. 32. This set had an RMS error of 0:8M -units. In Fig. 33 we show the

TERPEM results obtained using two other sets of pro�les, one having an error

of 1:5M -units, whih seems reasonable for a skilled user, and the other hav-

ing an error of 2:4M -units, orresponding to the median random seletion.

The overage diagrams of Fig. 33 have an altogether di�erent harater.

They exhibit elevated trapping at the longer ranges between � 200 and

300m, in agreement with Fig. 32, but predit a radar hole rather than a

region of weak trapping at low altitudes. These results demonstrate that

quite subtle hanges to the spei�ed refrativity environment an have a

signi�ant e�et on the predited overage. Moreover, it is lear that the

detailed method of transferring data from the mesosale model to TERPEM

deserves some attention.

As a further illustration of the e�ets of suh errors, the reader should

ompare Fig. 9 with the upper plot of Fig. 11. These two overage diagrams

refer to the same situation, the on�guration di�ering only in the set of

refrativity pro�les that was used in the TERPEM run. Eah set of pro�les was

derived a separate appliation of the automated seletion proess desribed

above and both sets had an RMS error � 1M -unit. Although there is good,

broad agreement between the two overage diagrams there are also some

notieable di�erenes in the details.

7 Disussion and Conlusions

Previous reports from this projet have desribed the use of a mesosale

meteorologial model for predition of the refrativity environment over the

Persian Gulf (Li and Atkinson, 1998b; Plant and Atkinson, 1999, 2000). In
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this report we have used results from suh mesosale model runs as input to

the ode TERPEM, whih an be used to predit the propagation environment

(TERPEM User Guide, 1998). In Se. 3 we performed some heks on the

operation of this ode. Some general points about radar propagation within

the modelled duts were presented in Se. 4, being highlighted through om-

parison with the modelling of Brooks et al. (1999) and through examination

of the e�ets of varying transmitter or other TERPEM parameters. Radar

propagation over the Gulf under the omplex, horizontally{varying refra-

tivity onditions predited by the mesosale model was studied in Se. 5.

Details of the oupling between the mesosale model and TERPEM have also

been onsidered, not least the mehanisms for interpolation of refrativity

data in both the horizontal and the vertial.

7.1 The Propagation Environment

The mesosale model runs of Li and Atkinson (1998b) and Plant and Atkin-

son (1999, 2000) aimed to simulate the refrativity environment in the period

of airraft observations reported by Brooks et al. (1997, 1999). The obser-

vations were divided by Brooks et al. (1997, 1999) into low and high wind

ases, haraterised by typial wind speeds of 5ms

�1

and 15ms

�1

respe-

tively in the predominant air ow from Saudi Arabia over the Gulf waters.

The same distintion has been made in the modelling. Sine the duting

onditions vary signi�antly between the two ases, they have also been

onsidered separately within this report.

In the low wind ase, a simple surfae dut of about 100m is present over

the Gulf during the afternoon of the �rst day. The refrativity di�erene

aross the dut is large (� 80M -units), resulting in strong trapping over the

full extent of the dut. By ontrast, the dut in the high wind ase is about

three times as deep, but with a refrativity di�erene about half as large,

whih results in less powerful trapping. Within � 100 km or so from the

oast a simple surfae dut also ours in the high wind ase, but further

out to sea an S-shaped dut develops, the base of the trapping layer lying

about 200m above the sea surfae. This development an have a signi�ant

impat on propagation, partiularly if the overage region inludes a transi-

tion between the two types of dut. For example, trapping of radar energy

sent from land to sea through the evolving dut beomes notably more ef-

�ient one the S-shaped dut is established. The presene of the S-shaped

dut in the high wind ase means that the propagation fator within the

dut tends to exhibit more variation in the vertial in this ase.

During the late afternoon and early evening, a sea{breeze irulation

beomes established and the downwind subsidene in the irulation redues

the dut height. Movement of marine air oastwards by the SBC smooths

out the horizontal gradients between the land and sea air masses and has

important e�ets on the propagation around the oast. Signals sent from
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land to sea at this time are more easily aptured by the growing dut whilst

signals sent from sea to land esape less readily from the deaying dut.

Mesosale model runs for the high wind ase break down during the early

hours of the morning (Li and Atkinson, 1998b). In the low wind ase,

however, the dut is seen to deepen during the early hours, reahing � 150m

and retaining this height through to the afternoon of the seond day. The

inversion at the top of the MIBL is tighter on the seond day than the �rst,

leading to stronger trapping.

The propagation fator within the dut exhibits an interesting horizontal

wavelike pattern in the low wind ase. Suh waves an our within a

homogeneous refrativity environment. Esape of energy from the dut has

sometimes been seen to be favourable at the peaks, partiularly at the longer

ranges. At short ranges, the positions of the �rst peaks have been orrelated

with the nulls in the interferene pattern of sea{surfae reetions, at least

for high radar frequenies.

7.2 Some Comments on TERPEM

The authors of this report have found the TERPEM pakage straightforward

to use. Happily, the exeution times required by the ode were short and did

not pose any diÆulties, being no more than a minute or so in all instanes.

However, one small issue onerns the input of meteorologial data, the

TERPEM User Guide (1998) reommending that this be entered by loading

a �le of height{refrativity pairs for eah vertial pro�le required. Load-

ing ten separate �les for eah TERPEM run an beome a little tedious and

mistakes by the user in following this proedure seem possible, partiularly

if there are a large number of TERPEM runs to be set up. Moreover, it is

suggested below that the number of horizontal positions at whih a pro�le

an be spei�ed might pro�tably be inreased in the ode. If many pro�les

were to be input, it would beome desirable to adopt an easier method for

entering the large amounts of data. The present authors have found it on-

venient to use a short piee of postproessing ode in order to turn output

from the mesosale model into *.met �les suitable for immediate use with

TERPEM. If the authors of a future User Guide were to supply information

about the preise format of the *.met input �le then other users would be

able to write similar ode for themselves very quikly.

The modelling apabilities of the TERPEM ode ould be usefully enhaned

by allowing for variations in the wind speed parameter that is used in making

roughness alulations (see Se. 4.2), by reviewing the method of roughness

alulation over land and by inreasing the number of horizontal positions at

whih data an be spei�ed. This �nal point would allow for exploitation of

all the information available in the mesosale model preditions. The limit

of ten horizontal positions inevitably auses the strong horizontal gradients

between land and sea air (Plant and Atkinson, 1999) to be smoothed out
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in the refrativity environment suppiled to the TERPEM ode. Given the

statement by Dokery (1988, page 1468) about the numerial method that:

Aside from slight di�erenes due to the extra interpolations

required between pro�les, the omplexity of the environment has

no impat on the time required for alulation.

the limit imposed in the urrent version of TERPEM does appear to be unduly

and arti�ially restritive. It may be reasonable if the meteorologial data

is derived from a limited density of observations or is merely idealized, but

is not appropriate for data derived from a high{resolution mesosale model.

7.3 Impliations for Pratial Predition

The analysis using TERPEM of refrativity environments predited by the

mesosale model has been generally enouraging. Although it is lear that

small hanges to the refrativity environment (well within the range of prob-

able errors in the predited �eld) an produe large and important hanges

in the predited propagation environment, the power of the mesosale model

has also been apparent. The refrativity �eld provided by the model is suf-

�iently detailed that some quite subtle inuenes on the propagation envi-

ronment an be distinguished. Also, it should be borne in mind that errors in

observations of the refrativity �eld an themselves be important

6

and that

there are onsiderable unertainties assoiated with fored assumptions of

spatial and temporal homogeneity. The use of a mesosale model allows one

the valuable opportunity to investigate the propagation at arbitrary times

and plaes. The ability to study realisti situations for whih little or no

observational data is available may lead to an improved qualitative under-

standing of propagation harateristis under omplex duting onditions.

For example, studies like those of Se. 5 may help to eluidate the patterns

of growth or deay of duts over ranges of several tens of kilometres from

the oast. For purely pratial predition, mesosale models o�er a tool for

making sensible interpolations between routine observation pro�les, whih

tend to be widely{spaed and infrequent.

6

Brooks et al. (1999, Table 1) quote an error of 1% for ship{based measurements

of relative humidity. An error of similar size would hold for the derived refrativity.

Evidene that suh an error ould have an important impat on the predited propagation

environment is given in Se. 6.
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Figure 1: The 1-way propagation fator (dB) as a funtion of range (km)

from two tests of the TERPEM ode (Se. 3). Horizontal and vertial polariza-

tions are used in the upper and lower plots respetively. These plots should

be ompared to Figs. 2 and 3 of Dokery (1988).
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Figure 2: The 1-way propagation fator (dB) as a funtion of altitude (m)

from the third test of the TERPEM ode (Se. 3). The plot should be ompared

to Fig. 4 of Dokery (1988).
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Figure 3: Results from the fourth and �fth tests of the TERPEM ode (Se. 3).

The upper plot shows the 1-way propagation fator (dB) as a funtion of

altitude at short range; the lower plot shows this fator as a funtion of

range (km) at an altitude of 305m. These plots should be ompared to

Figs. 5 and 6 of Dokery (1988).
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Figure 4: A overage diagram showing the 1-way propagation fator (dB)

from a uniform{dut test of the TERPEM ode (Se. 3). The plot should be

ompared to Fig. 7 of Dokery (1988).
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Figure 5: The 1-way propagation fator (dB) is plotted as a funtion of

altitude (m) for several ranges from a uniform{dut test of the TERPEM ode

(Se. 3). The plot should be ompared to Fig. 8 of Dokery (1988).
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Figure 6: A overage diagram showing the 1-way propagation fator (dB)

from an inhomogeneous{dut test of the TERPEM ode (Se. 3). The plot

should be ompared to Fig. 9 of Dokery (1988).
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Figure 7: The 1-way propagation fator (dB) is plotted as a funtion of

altitude (m) for several ranges from an inhomogeneous{dut test of the

TERPEM ode (Se. 3). The plot should be ompared to Fig. 10 of Dokery

(1988).
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Figure 8: Dut parameters along the line y = �54 km at 1400 hr on the

�rst day of a low wind run (Plant and Atkinson, 1999). The upper plot

shows the dut height (m), the middle plot shows the modi�ed refrativity

di�erene aross the dut (M -units) and the lower plot shows the maximum

wavelength (m) of radiation that an be trapped by the dut. The lower plot

shows the results from an exat alulation (Eq. 3) and from an approximate

formula (Eq. 4).
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Figure 9: A overage diagram showing the 1-way propagation fator (dB)

along the line y = �54 km at 1400 hr on the �rst day of a low wind run (Plant

and Atkinson, 1999). A 10GHz irularly{polarized radar was positioned

30m above the surfae at x = 120 km.
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Figure 10: The modi�ed refrativity pro�le at x = 132 km and y = �54 km

for 1400 hr on the �rst day of a low wind run (Plant and Atkinson, 1999).

Linear interpolation is made between the vertial grid point values. Also

shown is a Chebyshev �t (Plant and Atkinson, 2000) to this pro�le.
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Figure 11: Coverage diagrams showing the 1-way propagation fator (dB)

along the line y = �54 km at 1400 hr on the �rst day of a low wind run (Plant

and Atkinson, 1999). A 10GHz irularly{polarized radar was positioned

30m above the surfae at x = 120 km. In the upper diagram, the input

data to TERPEM onsisted of values at the mesosale grid heights only. In

the lower diagram, the input data was interpolated to intermediate heights

using a �t to the mesosale grid values.
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Figure 12: A at{earth overage diagram showing the 1-way propagation

fator (dB) along the line y = �54 km at 1400 hr on the �rst day of a low

wind run (Plant and Atkinson, 1999). A 10GHz irularly{polarized radar

was positioned 30m above the surfae at x = 120 km.
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Figure 13: The 1-way propagation fator (dB) as a funtion of range (km)

along the line y = �54 km at 1400 hr on the �rst day of a low wind run (Plant

and Atkinson, 1999). The altitude is 330m. A 10GHz irularly{polarized

radar was positioned 30m above the surfae at x = 120 km.
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Figure 14: Di�erenes between the path losses obtained using di�erent po-

larizations. The radar path lay along the line y = �54 km at 1400 hr on the

�rst day of a low wind run (Plant and Atkinson, 1999). A 10GHz radar was

positioned 30m above the surfae at x = 120 km. The upper plot shows the

di�erene (dB) between irular and horizontal polarization; the lower plot

shows the di�erene between vertial and horizontal polarization.
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Figure 15: Coverage diagrams showing the 1-way propagation fator (dB)

along the line y = �54 km at 1400 hr on the �rst day of a low wind run

(Plant and Atkinson, 1999). A irularly{polarized radar was positioned

30m above the surfae at x = 120 km. The radar frequeny was 3GHz in

the upper left plot, 1GHz in the upper right plot, 300MHz in the lower left

plot and 100MHz in the lower right plot.
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Figure 16: Coverage diagrams showing the 1-way propagation fator (dB)

along the line y = �54 km at 1400 hr on the �rst day of a low wind run

(Plant and Atkinson, 1999). A 30GHz irularly{polarized radar was posi-

tioned 30m above the surfae at x = 120 km. In the upper diagram atmo-

spheri absorption is taken into aount; in the lower diagram absorption is

negleted.
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Figure 17: Di�erene in path loss (dB) between unattenuated and atten-

uated propagation. The radar path lay along the line y = �54 km at

1400 hr on the �rst day of a low wind run (Plant and Atkinson, 1999).

A 10GHz irularly{polarized radar was positioned 30m above the surfae

at x = 120 km.
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Figure 18: Di�erene in path loss (dB) between roughness{orreted and

unorreted propagation. The radar path lay along the line y = �54 km at

1400 hr on the �rst day of a low wind run (Plant and Atkinson, 1999). A

10GHz irularly{polarized radar was positioned 30m above the surfae at

x = 120 km.
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Figure 19: A overage diagram showing the 1-way propagation fator (dB)

along the line y = �54 km at 1400 hr on the �rst day of a low wind run

(Plant and Atkinson, 1999). A 10GHz irularly{polarized Taylor antenna

was positioned 30m above the surfae at x = 120 km.
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Figure 20: A overage diagram showing the 1-way propagation fator (dB)

along the line y = �54 km at 1400 hr on the �rst day of a low wind run (Plant

and Atkinson, 1999). A 10GHz irularly{polarized oseant{squared an-

tenna was positioned 30m above the surfae at x = 120 km. The antenna

was omni-diretional for angles below 0:1

Æ

.
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Figure 21: Coverage diagrams showing the 1-way propagation fator (dB)

along the line y = �54 km at 1400 hr on the �rst day of a low wind run (Plant

and Atkinson, 1999). A 10GHz irularly{polarized radar was positioned at

x = 120 km. In the upper diagram the antenna was 10m above the surfae;

in the lower diagram it was was 50m above the surfae.
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Figure 22: Coverage diagrams showing the 1-way propagation fator (dB)

along the line y = �54 km at 1400 hr on the �rst day of a low wind run (Plant

and Atkinson, 1999). A 10GHz irularly{polarized radar was positioned at

x = 120 km. In the upper diagram the antenna was 100m above the surfae;

in the lower diagram it was was 200m above the surfae.
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Figure 23: Coverage diagrams showing the 1-way propagation fator (dB)

along the line y = �54 km for a low wind run (Plant and Atkinson, 1999).

A 10GHz irularly{polarized radar was positioned 30m above the surfae

at x = 120 km. The time was 1400 hr on the �rst day in the upper left plot,

1800 hr in the upper right plot, 0200 hr in the lower left plot and 1400 hr on

the seond day in the lower right plot.
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Figure 24: Dut parameters along the line y = �54 km at 1400 hr on the

�rst day of a high wind run (Plant and Atkinson, 1999). The upper plot

shows the dut height (m) and the height of the trapping{layer base (m), the

middle plot shows the modi�ed refrativity di�erene aross the dut (M -

units) and the lower plot shows the maximum wavelength (m) of radiation

that an be trapped by the dut. The lower plot shows the results from an

exat alulation (Eq. 3) and from an approximate formula (Eq. 4).
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Figure 25: Coverage diagrams showing the 1-way propagation fator (dB)

along the line y = �54 km for a high wind run (Plant and Atkinson, 1999).

A 10GHz irularly{polarized radar was positioned 30m above the surfae

at x = 120 km. The time was 1400 hr on the �rst day in the upper left plot,

1800 hr in the upper right plot, 2200 hr in the lower left plot and 0000 hr in

the lower right plot.
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Figure 26: Coverage diagrams showing the 1-way propagation fator (dB)

along the line y = �54 km for a high wind run (Plant and Atkinson, 1999).

A 10GHz irularly{polarized radar was positioned 30m above the surfae

at x = 120 km. The time was 0200 hr on the seond day in the upper plot

and 1400 hr in the lower plot.
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Figure 27: Coverage diagrams showing the 1-way propagation fator (dB)

along the line y = �54 km for a low wind run (Plant and Atkinson, 1999).

A 10GHz irularly{polarized radar was positioned 20m above ground at

x = �120 km. The time was 1400 hr on the �rst day in the upper left plot,

2000 hr in the upper right plot, 0200 hr in the lower left plot and 1400 hr on

the seond day in the lower right plot.
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Figure 28: Coverage diagrams showing the 1-way propagation fator (dB)

along the line y = �54 km for a high wind run (Plant and Atkinson, 1999).

A 10GHz irularly{polarized radar was positioned 20m above ground at

x = �120 km. The time was 1000 hr on the �rst day in the upper left plot,

1200 hr in the upper right plot, 1400 hr in the lower left plot and 2000 hr in

the lower right plot.
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Figure 29: Coverage diagrams showing the 1-way propagation fator (dB)

along the line y = �54 km, in the diretion of dereasing x, for a low wind

run (Plant and Atkinson, 1999). A 10GHz irularly{polarized radar was

positioned 30m above the surfae at x = 80 km. The time was 1400 hr on

the �rst day in the upper left plot, 1800 hr in the upper right plot, 0200 hr

in the lower left plot and 1400 hr on the seond day in the lower right plot.
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Figure 30: Coverage diagrams showing the 1-way propagation fator (dB)

along the line y = �54 km, in the diretion of dereasing x, for a high wind

run (Plant and Atkinson, 1999). A 10GHz irularly{polarized radar was

positioned 30m above the surfae at x = 80 km. The time was 1000 hr on

the �rst day in the upper left plot, 1200 hr in the upper right plot, 1800 hr

in the lower left plot and 2200 hr in the lower right plot.
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Figure 31: The upper plot shows the variation of the RMS error in the

refrativity �eld with the number of pro�les that are used in speifying that

�eld. For a given number of pro�les, 100 pro�le sets were hosen at random

and the smallest error from those sets is plotted. The required refrativity

�eld was that obtained at 1500 hr in a high wind run with a 3 km grid

length (Plant and Atkinson, 2000) for �120 < x < 50 km, along the line

y = �54 km. When ten pro�les were used, the distribution of errors arising

from the 100 randomly{hosen sets of pro�les is shown in the lower plot.
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Figure 32: Coverage diagram showing the 1-way propagation fator (dB)

along the line y = �54 km at 1500 hr during a high wind run (Plant and

Atkinson, 2000). A 10GHz irularly{polarized radar was positioned 20m

above ground at x = �120 km. The refrativity data used in TERPEM had

an RMS error of 0:8M -units.
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Figure 33: Coverage diagram showing the 1-way propagation fator (dB)

along the line y = �54 km at 1500 hr during a high wind run (Plant and

Atkinson, 2000). A 10GHz irularly{polarized radar was positioned 20m

above ground at x = �120 km. In produing the upper plot, the refrativity

data used in TERPEM had an RMS error of 1:5M -units; in produing the

lower plot, the error was 2:4M -units.
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A Figures from Dokery (1988)

In this Appendix, we reprodue �gures from Dokery (1988) for ease of

omparison with the results of TERPEM runs desribed in Se. 3. Some brief

explanatory notes about these �gures are given below.

� In Figs. 2 and 3 of Dokery (1988) the dashed lines give the results of

alulations performed using a method desribed by Kerr (1951).

� Figs. 7 and 9 of Dokery (1988) are plotted on a `gray{sale', using

�ve bands to represent the power relative to free spae. Eah band

represents an interval of 3 dB, the top of the darkest band being set

at 0 dB. White areas on these �gures represent signals weaker than

�15 dB. Note that the same sheme has been used in produing the

equivalent TERPEM �gures for this report (Figs. 4 and 6) although, for

larity, oloured bands have been plotted here.

� In Fig. 8 of Dokery (1988) the dashed lines give the results of al-

ulations performed using waveguide theory (Baumgartner Jr, 1983),

representing propagation within the uniform dut as a sum of modes.

� The solid line plotted on Fig. 9 of Dokery (1988) indiates the dut

depth as a funtion of range.
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B Figures from Brooks et al. (1999)

In this Appendix, we reprodue �gures from Brooks et al. (1999) for ease of

omparison with the results of TERPEM runs desribed in Se. 4. The aption

for the overage diagrams on this page an be seen overleaf.
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